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Appendices Attached - Appendix A – Barker Langham Project Timetable 
     Appendix B – Draft Masterplan for Brough Park 

 
 
1. Reason for the Report 
 

1.1    To provide an update on the progress made to develop a Parks for 
People (Heritage/BIG Lottery) funding bid for Brough Park. 

 
 
2. Recommendation 

2.1 That the report and its contents are noted.  
 
 
3. Executive Summary 
 
 3.1 The development of a plan to improve Brough Park with HLF support is 

identified as a Priority Action in the Corporate Plan 2015 – 2019 for 
Leisure, Sports, Parks, Countryside and Communities. 

 
3.2 Following the appointment of Barker Langham Consultants in July 2015 

a programme of work has been implemented that included the 
development of a potential design concept for the park. This draft 
masterplan then formed the basis for an intense period of stakeholder 
and public consultation to establish views, needs and aspirations for 
park. 

 
3.3 A project enquiry form was submitted to the Heritage Lottery outlining 

the Councils proposal to submit a funding application to the (HLF/BIG 
Lottery) Parks for People programme. This registers the potential 
application and initiated a HLF process which offers guidance and 
support from HLF officers to ensure that the Council has the greatest 
chance of submitting a successful funding bid. 

TITLE: Heritage Lottery Funding for Brough Park, 
Leek 

 
PORTFOLIO HOLDER:  Councillor Brian Johnson – Portfolio Holder 
    for Leisure, Sports, Parks and Countryside 
 
CONTACT OFFICER:  Christine Latham – Project Officer  
   
WARDS INVOLVED:  Leek Wards 
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3.4 Subsequent positive feedback received from the HLF indicated  work 
completed to date is a good start. However, they have also identified 
key issues to be addressed. These include:- 

 

• Stakeholder and public perception of expectations for the future 
development of the park will need to be sensitively managed as 
a balance needs to be struck between heritage and new 
construction. 

• Recognising that conservation and protection of the heritage 
aspects of the park underpins the key HLF criteria that must be 
met as part of the funding application  

• Timing of submission. It would be prudent to delay the 
submission of a funding application until such time as these 
issues have been adequately addressed in the Council’s 
application. 

   
 

4.        How this report links to Corporate Priorities  
 
 4.1 This ongoing project will contribute to achieving quality open spaces, 

 leisure opportunities and positive relationships with local communities. 
 

4.2 Develop a plan to improve Brough Park with HLF support is an 
identified Priority Action for Leisure, Sports, Parks, Countryside and 
Communities in the Corporate Plan 2015 – 2019.  

 
 

5. Options and Analysis 
 

5.1 The current programme of work has captured the aspirations of a wide 
range of Brough Park stakeholders. This work has been positive in 
raising awareness of the potential to access significant external funding 
for improvements and future development of the park. 

 
5.2 Feedback received from the HLF has indicated that further work will be 

required to ensure the Councils greatest chance of success. This work 
will need to be carefully managed to achieve a balance between the 
Heritage Lottery’s’ underlying strategy for conserving and recognising 
heritage value against the desire for future development of the park. 

 
5.3  The HLF have advised that in view of the additional work it would be 

advisable to undertake, the decision to delay the submission until 
September 2016 would be appropriate, from the originally anticipated 
February 2016 potential submission date. 

 
 

6. Implications 
 

6.1
  

Community Safety - (Crime and Disorder Act 1998) 
 
None 
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6.2 Workforce 

 
The work undertaken will require the allocation of lead officer time 
throughout all stages of the continued development of a 1st Round 
application. It may also be necessary to allocate additional officer 
time to support the project and deliver further public consultation 
exercises in the park. Engagement of volunteers to assist council 
officers with any planned further consultation work will be required.   
 
 

6.3 Equality and Diversity/Equality Impact Assessment 
 
This report has been prepared in accordance with the Council’s 
Diversity and Equality Policies. 
 

6.4 Financial Considerations 
 
This report identifies that there is a financial commitment to secure 
match funding prior to the submission of a funding application to 
the Parks for People programme. Currently this cost is 10% of the 
total identified costs for both development and delivery of the 
proposed project. The HLF officers suggested that the total project 
costs could be in the order of £2.5 million. 
 

6.5 Legal 
 
There are no legal implications at this stage of the project. 
 

6.6 Sustainability 
 
None 
 

6.7 
 

Internal and External Consultation 
 
Evidence of consultation with a broad range of both internal and 
external stakeholders to determine the level of support, identified 
needs and aspirations for the park is a fundamental element to 
inform the detail of a funding application. 
 

6.8 
 

Risk Assessment 
 
Ensuring that the completed application and associated documents 
adequately reflect the heritage value of the park will impact on the 
agreed date of submission, but there are no further significant risks 
at this date. 
 

 
7. Background and Detail 
 

7.1 Develop a plan to improve Brough Park with HLF support is an identified 
Priority Action for Leisure, Sports, Parks, Countryside and Communities 
in the Corporate Plan 2015 – 2019. 
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 7.2   Following the appointment of Barker Langham Consultants, in July 2015, 

to deliver a Strategic Appraisal for Brough Park, an agreed programme of 
work has been implemented and is outlined in Appendix A Barker 
Langham Project Timetable. This programme will be subject to revision 
to reflect the HLG guidance we have now been given. 

 
7.3 This work has included a review and analysis of the park which has 

identified potential options and opportunities for the site. An initial design 
concept and outline draft masterplan for the park was produced and is 
shown in Appendix B Draft Masterplan for Brough Park. 

 
7.4  The production of the draft masterplan formed the basis of a 

comprehensive consultation exercise which has been undertaken with a 
wide range of  identified external and internal stakeholders. 

 
7.5 Subsequent to this a public consultation exercise was conducted over a 
 period of 3 weeks with consultation points in both the Leisure Centre at 
 Brough Park and Leek Library. 
 
7.6 Face to face consultation was also undertaken by Barker Langham with 
 identified core groups over a 2 day period 24th to 25th November. 
 
7.7 Early indications are that the consultation was well received and 
 feedback was positive. It is expected that the collated results and data 
 from this exercise will be available in late January 2016. 
 
7.8 A completed project enquiry form which gives a written overview of the 
 Councils proposals for the park was submitted to the Heritage Lottery in 
 October 2015. 
  
7.9 The project is then allocated a unique reference number and a  
 HLF officer is assigned to the project to offer support and guidance to 
 the Council. 
 
7.10 On the 9th December 2015, 2 officers from the West Midlands branch of 
 the HLF accompanied officers from the Council and Barker Langham 
 on a site visit of the park. 

 
7.11 It should be noted that the HLF feedback given is intended to ensure 
  that the Councils’ submission of a funding application is strong and  
  offers the greatest chances of success.  
 
7.12 Feedback from the HLF following the park visit was extensive. They felt 

the work already completed was positive and pertinent. They did, 
however, identify key issues that will need to be addressed. They 
advised that careful consideration should be given to the date that an 
application is submitted, considering the number of likely competitive 
applications from other organisations expected to be submitted in 
February 2016  

 
7.13 With reference to the draft masterplan, initial comments from the HLF, 

challenged the extent of proposed new build elements of the project. 
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Their comments would strongly suggest that these elements should be 
revisited. 

 
7.14 In summary, careful consideration needs to be given to the HLF 

comments made and their advice to ensure the funding bid submitted 
has the greatest chances of success. The importance of acting on the 
feedback given is wholly appropriate to maximise our prospects for 
success 

 
7.15 Further work will need to be undertaken to review the outline proposals 

for the park, which have already been made, with particular focus on 
the following aspects:-  

 

• To carefully consider the heritage value of the park and the Heritage 
Lottery’s underlying commitment to conserve and restore heritage. 
Heritage Lottery funding is awarded for the conservation and 
improvement of heritage assets. Further detailed exploration of Brough 
Park’s key heritage value will need to be identified and prioritised. 
 

• The management of the planned improvements for the park will need to 
balance the expectations of the public against the importance of 
recognising the heritage of the park. Any funding submission to the HLF 
must recognise the heritage of the park and this may not fully match 
community and stakeholder aspirations. 

 

• Further  detailed research and community engagement work will be 
necessary to ensure that we acknowledge the HLF guidance we have 
been given 

 

• To consider that a more realistic date for submission would be 
September 2016. 

 
 
 

Keith Parker 
Head of Operational Services 

 
 
 
 
 
Web Links and 
Background Papers 

Location Contact details 

Brough Park 
Presentation Options 
Workshop 

Operational Services, 
Fowlchurch Depot, Leek 

Christine Latham Project Officer 
christine.latham@highpeak.gov.uk 
 0345 129 77 77 ext 4503 
. 
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Brough Park, Leek

Revised programme as of 10/07/15

1: Site Review & Analysis

Site orientation visit / start-up meeting

Review management plan, map surrounding 
area / communities / groups

Interviews with stakeholders

Gather and review existing data

2: Significant Statement

Create a short significance statement

3: Emerging Options 

Map the potential options and opportunities 
for the site

Explore landscape options / input from 
landscape architect

4: Engagement Planning & Delivery

Research and develop list of stakeholders for 
engagement

Develop engagement strategy with range of 
methods to involve people 

Two-day event / focus group sessions / 
telephone interview etc

5: Data & Cost Analysis

Analysis data

Produce outline costs

7. Final Strategic Appraisal

Write report

HLF funding options 

Nov DecJuly Aug Sept Oct



We are preparing an application to the Heritage Lottery Fund  
for support to enhance and improve Brough Park.
We would like to hear your views on the emerging proposals.

IMPROVE BROUGH PARK
HELP US  

Creating connected 
‘zones’ across the park 
could improve the 
landscape and provide 
a new, vibrant Heart  
of the Park.

LET US KNOW WHAT YOU THINK!
Please share your comments on the sheets provided. Your views will feed 
into the application to the Heritage Lottery Fund. Thank you. 

A Heart of the Park with recreation for 
all ages, café, play area, promenade and 
improved planting

Sensory gardens, with plants and 
flowers creating varied colours, textures 
and smells

Performance and events space

Space for active leisure, walking and 
running trails

A better connection between the 
nature reserve and the park

Woodland and meadow with  
natural play



IMPROVE BROUGH PARK
HELP US  

The Heart of the Park  
could be a revitalised space  
with recreation for all ages, 
café, play area, promenade  
and improved planting

We are preparing an application to the Heritage Lottery Fund  
for support to enhance and improve Brough Park.
We would like to hear your views on the emerging proposals.

Visualisation showing potential view of the Heart of the Park 
and the new café, looking from north to south

Remove tennis courts 
and strengthen the 
connection between 
the Heart of the Park 
and the pond

Landscape improvements 
and promenade 
connecting the east and 
west sides of Park Road

Integrated all-age play 
areas, bowling green and 
upgraded skate zone

Welcome and arrival 

Basic storage facilities  
and resources for  
learning groups

Café and Community 
Building

Additional tennis court

Pond

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

LET US KNOW WHAT YOU THINK!
Please share your comments on the sheets provided. Your views will  
feed into the application to the Heritage Lottery Fund. Thank you. 
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